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SUMMARY 
This report covers tests to determine the performance of 
thP "Squid" with three designs of noseJ designated No. 42J 
No 45J and No 46. Practically the only difference in the thrRe 
noses is in the diameter of the flat faceJ these diameters being 
7 . 90"J 8 93"J and 9.95"J respectively 
have been reached 
The following conclusions 
The projectile with Nose No 45 gives the greatest restoring 
moment and CP eccentricity. The No 42 Nose produced the least 
dragJ although it is 'ot much below that for the No. 45 Nose. 
The values of the cavitation parameter) KJ 
cav1tation are i 76J 2.08J and 2.40 for the No 
No 46 NosesJ respectively. 
for incipient 
42J No 45J and 
The calculated terminal velocities of the bomb with each of 
the three noses have the following approximate values in feet 
per second 
Nose No 42 37 
Nose No 45 34 
Nose No 46 = 30 
A reduction in drag of approximately 25% can be obtained by 
rounding the leading edges of the shroud ring and fins of the 
standard eight-fin tail 
Reducing the number of fins in the tail to four will give 
slightly better performance) including a 6% reduction in dragJ 
and might result in advantages from the standpoint of manufacture 
On the basis of rough calculations it appears that if no 
air is present) vaporization andJ therefore) a cavitation bubble 
cannot exist at greater values of submergence than the following . 
with 
Nose No 42 - 26 ·i/2 feet 
Nose No 45 - 23 feet 
Nose No 46 i9-i/2 feet 
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WATER TUNNEL TESTS 
OF THE 
BRITISH "SQUI D" PROJECTILE TYPE "C" 
WITH TWO ALTERNATE FLAT NOSES 
GENERA L DESCRIPTION 
This report covers supp lementary tests on the British 
"Squ i d" Type "C" ProjectileJ the ori g inal tests having been 
covered by Report Sec tion No. 6 . ! - sr- 207-933 These additional 
tests were for the purpose of de terminin g the performance of the 
"Squid" with two different nose designs The tests included 
de termination of performance characteristics and photographs of 
cavita tion effects for varying water pressures . For the sake 
of ready comparisonJ some of the data in the first report are 
repea ted herein 
Appendix "A" g ives a description of the various terms and 
symbols usedJ as well as a brief discussion of the requisite 
condi ti ons for stability in a p rojectile . Appendix "B" gives a 
desc ription of what has been termed the "Characteristic Chart" 
This is useful in determining th e r e lative performance of various 
modifications in the design 
All curves of observed data have been faired and corrected 
for interference . 
DESCRIP T IO N OF PROJECTILE 
All data pertaining to the projectile covered by the first 
report apply to the projectiles covered by this report with the 
exception of the nose details Figure i shows the dimensions of 
the model and the three nose designs that have been testedJ these 
being designated Nos 42J 45 J a nd 46 It is seen that the principal 
diffe rence is in the diameter of the fla t face of the noseJ being 
7 90''J 8 . 93"J 9 95"J respectively . 
All models were t es t ed with the same body and the standard 
eigh t -fin t ai l 
Data pertaining t o th e model and prototype are as foll ows , 
Model Data 
Diameter 
Length overall 
Scale ratio 
2" 
9 . 26" 
5 . 95" 
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5 . 3EORE:T 
Prototype Da to 
Diameter H 9 
Length 54.8 
Total weight in air 386 4 lbs 
Total weight in sea water 234 lbs 
Distance from nose to 
Center of gravtty in orr 20 
Center of gravity rn sea water 18 4' 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIST CS 
Tests were made in the Hrgh Speed Water Tunnel to determrne 
the dragJ cross force and moment coeffiCients The results are 
plotted on the curve sheet, Figure 2 whrch also rncludes the CP 
eccentricity From these curves rt rs seen that there is ltttle 
difference in the cross force coefficren1s for the three models 
The drag increases materially with an 1ncrease in diameter of the 
flat face of the nose At 10° yaw the drag for the No 46 N0se 
is approxrmately 50% greater than for the No 42 Nose 
It is interestrng to note that the No 45 Nose having the 
intermediate drameter for the flat face, has the hrghest restoring 
moment as well as the greatest CP eccentricity These drfferencen 
are very substantial and it must be concluded that the No 45 Nose 
design results in a much more stable projectileJ although the drag 
is slrghtly greater than that obtarned wrth the No 42 Nose 
It is also of interest to ohserve that the CP eccentrrc1ty 
curves for the three desrgns seem to converge toward a common 
value with increasing yaw angles 
In making the tests to determrne varralion in drag w1th 
different values of KJ descr1bed later rn this report one test 
was made with the eight fin tail and an ellipsordal nose It 
was noted that this nose whrch has a very low form drag gave 
a reduction of about iS% tn the drug coefficient over that 
obtained wrth the No 42 Nose In anothei test rn fh1s sertes 
the model was fitted wrth a four f1n taJl very s:m1tar to the 
origrnal erght fin tarl except thut it was streamltned by rounding 
the .-teadrng edges of the hns and shroud ring This slight chanqe-
reduced the drag coefficient OJ.-IIOlCtmateJ.y "\0% 
Another test was made w 1 th the No 4? Nose and a to 1l exnct 1 y 
like the standard tail but w1th only four f1ns It was found that 
this tail reduced the drag at least 6%. resulted 1n a moment 
slightly greater than that shown for the No 45 Nose for yaws 
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above 5°> and the CP eccentrr•:rly was neorly o~; lnryo aR for lhP 
No 45 Nnfle These tests ,;h r .wt-d that th<' four fJn tail would 
give somewhat better perforrnnncr> than thf~ standard etght ftn 
tail and might result in Rollu advantage from thr> stqndpoint of 
manufacture As the leadtn'} odgE>s of the f1ns 'lnd sl\lontl rinq 
nf this four fin tail were not rounded> it is rPnsonnble to soy 
that streamlining thes e edges would result in a total reduction 
of about 30% in the drag> as wus found to be the case with the 
streamlined four fin tail 
CHARACTER STIC CHART 
The Charactertstic Chart, Figure 3 , shows the IP.latlVH 
values of drag coefficient; CP eccentricity yaw angle and rate 
of change of moment This chart shows that Nose No 4S ptoduCPS 
little more drag than Nose No 42> and consi<hllahly moiP restor1rr:.j 
moment than the oth•Hs, however the change of moment with yow 
is at a decreasing rate All three designs of nose produce a 
fairly satisfactory degree of stability 
Appendix B g1ves a complete descript1on of this chort 
TERMINAL VEIOC!TY 
When the proto type projectilP reaches its termin~l VPlnci ty, 
ils weight 1n water is equol to the drng forr· <=> nn the body P,y 
ustng this relationship, a value for the drag coeffi~ient at 
term1nal velocity and also the formula for the drng coefficient, 
the terminal veloc1ty can be calculated 
As no tests were made to determine the variation in drag 
with Reynolds number for the No 45 and No 46 Noses> these were 
dertved from the tests of the No 42 Nose The tunnel tests with 
a )1. ft water velocity and zero yaw showed that the drag coef 
ficient with the NO 45 Nose was 0 04S htgher than wtth the No 47 
Nose, and 0 095 higher w1th the No 46 Nose rt was nf;sumPd thnt 
these same increases in drag woui.d o•~cur with th<> protolyp•? nt 
terminal veloctty As the tests with the No 4/ Nose showed lht-
drag coefftctent to be 0 224 at term1nol velocity> on the obove 
assumption the drag coefficients at term1nal veloctty would bP 
0 269 for the No 45 Nose and 0 319 for the No 46 Nose By thP 
method outl1ned above the calculated values for the terminnl 
veloctties in sea water are appioximately ">4 feet per s"cond for 
the No 45 Nose and ~0 feet per second for thP No 46 Nose 
. 8 ·-
CAVITATION TESTS 
A series of photographs was made of the model) with the 
No 45 and No 46 nose designs) to show cavitation effects These 
photographs were taken with varying water pressures and a constant 
water velocity of 40 feet per second Figures 6 to i8 show these 
photographs andJ for purposes of comparison) simi lor photographs 
of the No 42 Nose have been included as Figures i9 to 24 They 
have been arranged to show cavitation effects at approximately the 
same values of the cavitation parameter) K 
in 
The cavitation parameter) KJ is defined as follows: 
K 
which 
p 
pv 
p 
w 
g 
v 
Absolute static pressure in lbs per sq ft 
Vapor pressure) at the corresponding wa t er temperature) 
in lbs per sq ft 
Mass density of the fluid in slugs per cu ft 
Specific weight of the fluid in lbs per cu ft 
Acceleration of gravity 
2 
in ft per sec 
w 
g 
Velocity of the projectile in ft per sec or velocity of 
the water) in model tests 
Comparing the three photographs in each vertical rowJ that is 
for the three models at approximately the same value of KJ it is 
seen that the cavitation effect increases as the bluntness of the 
nose increases In other words) the more blunt the nose) the 
higher the value of K for incipient cavitation 
Attention is called to Figures iiJ i2J i7J and i8 These 
illustrate an unexpected phenomenon and one which has not been 
observed heretofore ) as the Nos 45 and 46 Noses are much more 
blunt than any others that have been tested andJ consequently) 
the cavitation effect is much greater for a given pressure 
Figure i2 represents practically the same condition as Figure ii 
except the lighting has been changed to better show the outline 
of the cavitation bubble The same is true of Figures i7 and i8 
These photographs show clearly a definite change in the appearance 
and form of the cavita tion bubble as low values of K are approached) 
the_mass of small bubbles surrounding the model seems to disappear 
gradual ly and the cav1tation envelope becomes translucent and of 
a more definite form In Figure iO this action is seen to be 
starting at the end of th e nose A careful examination of the 
photographs will disclose the outline of the model within the more 
or less transparent cavitation bubble 
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FLOW DRAW NGS 
The flow draw1ngsJ Figures 25 and 26J show t he disturbance ere 
ated by Noses No 45 and 4 6 As would be expectedJ the mor e blunt 
noseJ No 46J creates t he greater disturbance at all values of yaw 
angle This is also bor n e out by the drag determinationsJ since the 
noses that create the largest disturbance also have the largest drag 
Compar1ng these flow draw1ngs wit h t hose of Nose No 4 2J 1t is seen 
that the No 42 des1gn is superior to e1 ther of the o t hers from the 
standpoint of smoothness of flow pattern 
An examinat1on of the flow abou t the tail shows that the after--
body causes some d1sturbance whichJ in turnJ results in an increase 
in drag although it is believed this increase 1s of small magnitude 
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CAV 1 TATION AND DRAG 
A series of tests was made to determine the variation in drag 
with K for the different noses The results of these tests are 
shown in Figure 27 The dotted line indicates that incipient 
cav1tation occurs at higher values of K as the bluntness of the 
nose increases 
These curves show the same rapid rise in drag for values of 
K below about 1 3 There was some suspicion that this effect 
might be largely due to interference caused by cavitation on the 
support shield In order to check thisJ a run was made with the 
model f1tted with an ellipso1dal nose and a streaml1ned ta1lJ 
both of which cav1tated at very low values of K This test 
showed the same rapid rise 1n drag below K ~ 1 2 so the conclusion 
was reached that th1s could not be due entirely to the cav1tation 
of the model 
That the sudden rise 1n drag cannot be charged entirely to 
the effect of the support sh1eld Js shown by the test of the model 
w1th the No 46 Nose Here the drag beg1ns to rise at a value of 
K ~ 1 7J whereas the shield does not start cav1tat1ng before a 
value of K = 1 3 1s reached No method is ava1lable at present 
for evaluat ing the effect of sh1eld cavitation on this increase 
1n drag It is certain this increase occurs but the exact form 
of the curve for low values of K is not known 
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r,A~ 'AT ON AND SUBMERGENCE 
It is understood that this projectile enters the water at 
a velocity of approximately i60 feet per second and at an angle 
of 45° Bodies with hemispherical noses appear to have an 
pffective drag coefficien t of about 0.67 at entrance In this 
discussion it has been assumed that this value of 0 67 for the 
drag coefficient applies to the Squid with the No 42 NoseJ 
which has a 7 90 diameter fla t face The drag coefficients for 
the other noses have been assumed to be proportional to the areaE 
of the flat faces This gives drag coefficients of 0 85 for the 
No 45 Nose and i.OS for the No 46 Nose These coefficients are 
probably much lower than the actual values It was further 
assumed that t he drag coefficient decreases linearly with in 
creas1ng values of the cavitation parameter. K, until It reaches 
a terminal value for the prototype at K'"" 1 25J approximately 
On the basis of these assumptions the velocity -submergence 
relation has been calculated for the projectile with the three 
nose designs The results of these calculations are shown 1n 
Figure 28 In calculating the performance of the projectile 
after entranceJ 1t was assumed that the pressure 1n the bubblR 
was equal to the vapor pressure corresponding to a temperature 
of 50° Fahrenheit While these curves are purely speculativeJ 
it lS believed they are of some value 1n giving an approximate 
idea of the projectile performance 
The curves in Figure 28 show that the submergence at wh1ch 
terminal velocity is reached IS decreased With Increas1ng blunt 
ness of nose 
The intersection of the project1le performance curves with 
their respective curves of K for incipient cavitation indicates 
the submergence below which no vaporization can take place It 
is not possible to sayJ w1th the present knowledge of the subject 
whether or not an air bubble can exist below th1s submergence 
howeverJ It 1s proper to soy that this submergence rep1esents the 
lower l1mit for the existence of a cav1tat1on bubble If no air 
IS present It is believed that all of the assumptions made for 
iE:efl E1 
the purpose of calculating the velocity submergence K relationship 
are conservative andJ consequentlyJ the depths beyond which 
vaporization will r :>t occur will be less than shown For the 
some reason the depths at which terminal velocity is reached a1s0 
wi 11 be less than shown 
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THE HIGH SPEED WATER TUNNEL 
AT THE 
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TE CHNOLOGY 
APPENDIX A 
DEFINITIONS 
YAW ANGLE 
The angle which the axis of the model makes with the 
direction of flow. Looking down on the modelJ yaw angles in 
a counter-clockwise direction are negative (-) and in a clock-
wise direc tionJ positive (+). 
MOMENTS 
Momen ts tendin g to rotate the model in a counter-clockwise 
direction (when looking down on the model) are negative (-)J 
and those causing clockwise rotationJ positive (+) . 
In accordance with this sign convention a moment has a de-
stabilizing effect when it has the same sign as the yaw angle 
In all model tests the moment is measured about the point 
of support . 
Moments about the center of gravity have the symbolJ Meg · 
DRAG 
The forceJ in poundsJ exerted on the model parallel with 
the direction of fl ow . 
CROSS FORCE 
The forceJ in poundsJ exerted on the model normal to the 
direction of flow . A positive cross force is defined as one 
acting in the same direction as the displacement of the projectile 
n ose for a positive yaw 
NORMAL COMPONE NT 
The sum of the components of the drag and cross force acting 
normal to the axis of the model . The value of the normal com--
ponent is given by the following · 
N = (D sin ~ + C cos ~) 
in which 
N Normal component in lbs 
D Drag in lbs 
c Cross force in lbs 
~ Yaw angle in degrees 
8811 F 19EIH I AL 
88 II PI 0 EN I I At A- 2 
CENTER OF PRESSURE 
The point in the axis of the model at which the resultant 
of all forces acting on the model is applied . This has the 
symbol (CP) 
CENrER- OF-PRESSURE ECCENTRICITY 
The distance between the center of pressure (CP) and the 
center of gravity (CG) expressed as a decimal fraction of the 
length (L) of the model The cente r - of-pressure eccentricity 
(e) is derived as follows . 
in which 
e 
i 
L 
e Center- of -pressure eccentricity 
L Length of model in feet 
Leg Distance from nose of projectile to CG in feet 
Lcp Distance from nose of projectile to CP in feet 
COEFFICIENTS 
The three force coefficients used are derived as follows· 
in which 
fQNf I Qf NT! AI 
D 
Drag coefficient, co = 
v2 
p 
2 
c 
Cross force coefficient, Cc 
v2 
p 
2 
M 
MOment Coefficient, eM 
v2 
p 
2 
D Measured drag force in lbs 
C Measured cross force in lbs 
p 
w -
v 
Density of the fluid in slugs/cu ft 
Specific weight of the fluid in lbs/cu ft 
Acceleration of gravity in ft/sec 2 
Area in sq ft of a cross section at the cylindrical 
portion of the projectile taken normal to the geo-
metric axis of the projectile 
Mean relative velocity between the water and the 
proj e ctile in ft/sec 
A-3 
M moment in foot-lbs measured about any particular 
point on the geometric axis of the projectile 
L overall length of the projectile in feet 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
~NFIDENII AE 
The curves of force and moment coefficients and of center-
of-pressure distance plotted as functions of the yaw angle are 
useful for a discussion of the stability of projectiles. Since 
these tunnel tests are made under steady flow conditions> the 
results will only indicate the tendency of the projectile to 
return to or move away from the equilibrium position after a 
disturbance. Adopting aerodynamic usage> a projectile is said 
to be "statically" stable if it tends to return to equilibrium 
when disturbed. In the discussion of static stability the 
actual motion following the perturbation is not considered at 
all. In fact> a projectile may oscillate about the equilibrium 
position without ever remaining in it. In this case the pro-
jectile would be statically stable even though "dynamically" 
unstable. For a complete discussion of the mode of motion to 
be expected following a perturbation> the "dynamic" stability> 
additional information is necessary . 
The condition for equilibrium is satisfied if eM> calculated 
about the eGis equal to zero In general> for projectiles with 
axial symmetry the moment is zero at ~ = 0°> so that for equi-
librium the projectile is oriented with its axis parallel to the 
direction of motion . If the projectile is rotated from the 
equilibrium position so as to give it a positive yaw angle> it 
is necessary that it have a negative moment coefficient> according 
to the sign convention adopted> in order that it be statically 
stable Thus> a negative slope of the curve> eM> vs ~ corres-
ponds to static stability> and a positive slope corresponds t o 
instability . The degree of stability or instability is indicated 
by the magnitude of the slope The same conclusions are obtained 
by interpreting the center-of-pressure curves. For symmetrical 
projectiles> if the center of pressure falls behind the center of 
gravity> a restoring moment exists and the projectile is statically 
stable If the eP lies ahead of the eG> the moment is non-restoring 
and the projecti~e is statically unstable . The degree of stability 
or instability is indicated by the distance between the center of 
gravity and center of pressure . 
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APPENDIX B 
DESCRIPTION OF CHARACTERISTIC CHART 
The attached curve sheet shows typical curves for drag and 
moment coefficients and> also> center- of- pressure eccentricityj 
all varying with the yaw angle . Two cases have been assumed) 
indicated by the subscripts (i) and (2) These curves are 
selected merely to illustrate method of plotting the chart and 
do not represent data on the projectile discussed in this report . 
In order to obtain a better visualization of the performance 
indicated by the curves mentioned above) the '' Characteristic 
Chart"> shown at the bottom of the sheet) has been devised In 
this chart the drag coefficient" c 0 J is first plotted against the 
CP eccentricity) e On this c0 curve are points opposite which 
are figures indicating the yaw angleJ ~ - This c0 curve shows 
the variation in drag and CP eccentricity with yaw angle AlsoJ 
the position of the curve at the right or left o f the vertical 
axis ( + e or - e) indicates whether or not the projectile is 
stable or unstable) in other wordsJ whether the CP lies aft or 
forward of the center of gravi ty . 
On this same chart is plotted the quantity CM/~ which gives 
an indication _of the change in the moment coefficientj CMJ with 
varying yaw angle . This is done by dividing the CM by the yaw 
in degrees and plotting these valuesj CM/~J to a suitable scale) 
horizontally from the points representing the yaw angle (For each 
yaw angle the zero for the CM/~ scale is at the c0 curve) 
The "Characteristic Chart · is useful as it gives a fairly 
complete picture of the variation of three important character-
istics of the projectile with changes in yaw angle It is seen 
that Case i has much less increase in drag than Case 2 AlsoJ 
that the CP eccentricity in Case i increases with the yow and 
is positive) and therefore j tends to increase stability In 
addition to thisj the CM is increasing at an increasing rate ) 
indicating a proportional inctease 1n restoring moment with 
increasing yaw angles . This is an additional stab1li2ing factor 
In Case 2 the opposite characteristics of Case i are in 
dicated Here c there is a greater increase in drag with increase 
in yaw ; alsoJ the CP eccentricity) which is negative j increases 
with the yaw) thus tending to decrease stability The change 
in moment coefficient occurs at a decreasing rateJ indicating a 
proportional decrease in r estori ng mome nt with increasing yaw 
This is a destabilizing fa c tor . 
